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Abstract—Comprehension of concepts and algorithms involved
in the robotics field can be improved through the use of
an interactive visualization tool. In this paper we present an
interactive tool for visualizing and editing motion planning
environments, problem instances, and their solutions. Teachers
can take advantage of visualization tools to help their students
to better understand motion planning and its complexity as well
as the different strategies that have been developed to solve
the motion planning problem. While the tool we present allows
the animation, manipulation, and evaluation of solution paths
found by any motion planner, it is specialized for sampling-based
randomized planners such as Probabilistic Roadmap (PRM) and
Rapidly-Exploring Random Tree (RRT) methods.

I. INTRODUCTION

Motion planning is the problem of finding feasible paths

for movable objects among obstacles [1]. There are many

fundamental concepts in motion planning, such as degrees of

freedom, configurations, and configuration space, that can be

difficult concepts to understand. In the classroom, a visual-

ization tool that illustrates a motion planning problem, such

as the shape of a robot, the environment in which the robot

is operating, start and goal configurations, and valid paths for

the robot, can help students to more easily understand these

concepts. A good visualization tool for motion planning can

also provide students access to workspaces that they are other-

wise not able to see. Examples of this include manufacturing

plants, an airplane engine or outer space.

In addition, it is known that one of the easiest ways for

students to learn an algorithm is through the animation of

the algorithm. In [2], Brown and Sedgewick presented an

interactive system for this purpose. Similarly, a visualization

tool that can display the outcome of different motion planning

strategies can be a very helpful resource to understand and

compare these strategies. For example, with a visualization

tool students can easily distinguish the differences between

the results from an obstacle-based planner [3], which generates

feasible configurations around obstacles, and the results from

a Medial-Axis-based motion planner [4], [5], which generates

feasible configurations on or near the Medial Axis of the feasi-

ble space. Moreover, abstract concepts, such as potential field,

roadmap, tree, connected components, and closest neighbors,
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that are commonly used in motion planning methods, can be

understood more easily using the illustrations provided by a

visualization tool.

Another good way to improve students’ understanding of

motion planning is to allow them to modify existing problems,

play with the parameters of a motion planning strategy, or to

create new problem instances. Via these processes, students

can see how the changes to the workspaces and the parameters

can affect the outcome of various motion planning methods.

They can see the solutions of the problems and they can learn

to anticipate and speculate on the possible outcomes for the

problems that they have created.

It is for these reasons that we created our visualization tool,

VIZMO++, which offers multiple means to visualize the robot,

the obstacles, and planner outputs (e.g., paths and roadmap)

in a 3D environment. With this tool students can observe

and gain better understanding of the instances of the motion

planning problem and the computations of the motion planning

methods, thus better understanding the concepts involved.

Besides visualization, our tool provides a means to edit ex-

isting problems and create new problem instances. VIZMO++

allows users to change the properties of the objects in the

scene such as the position or orientation of the obstacles and

the robot. Obstacles can be added or deleted from the robot’s

workspace and VIZMO++ allows easy demonstration of the

results of performing such operations, e.g., recomputing the

roadmap. Students can also experiment and explore, outside

of the classroom, with the functionality VIZMO++ offers.

VIZMO++ has already been used by Professor Lucia K. Dale

at the University of the South [6]. Students, from seniors to

freshman, found it easy to use especially in creating new envi-

ronments for various experiments. VIZMO++ also helped them

understand the different algorithms for roadmap generation.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss related work on visualization

tools for motion planning and methods that have been pro-

posed for motion planning problems.

A. Visualization tools for motion planning

Some research groups have developed visualization tools to

support motion planning. Among those tools is the Motion

Strategy Library (MSL) [7]. It was developed by the research
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group of Professor Steven M. LaValle at the University of

Illinois at Urbana Champaign. MSL is an open source and

free software to develop and test motion planning algorithms.

MSL also allows users to generate a two-dimensional plot of

the projection of the connectivity graph on the plane formed

by any two variables selected by the user. With MSL users

can see an animation of the path found.

B. Motion Planning Methods

The motion planning problem consists of finding a valid

path between a start and a goal configuration for a movable

object or robot [1]. A configuration is defined as an n-tuple of
values that determine the position of every point of the object.

The workspace is the place in which the robot moves. In

traditional robotics and animation applications, the workspace

is composed of one or more objects (called obstacles). The

configuration space (C-space) [8] is an n-dimensional space
(n being the number of degrees of freedom (DOF) of the
robot) consisting of all (i.e., feasible and infeasible) robot

configurations. The robot is represented as a point in C-space.

The motion planning problem is known to be PSPACE-

hard [9], at least as hard as an NP-complete problem. All

complete algorithms developed so far take exponential time in

the number of DOF of the robot. A practical and broadly used

approach to solve the motion planning problem is through

randomization. Randomized algorithms have been useful in

finding approximate solutions to intractable problems such as

motion planning. In these methods the movable object’s C-

space is sampled at random and the samples are connected

to form collections of feasible paths in C-space. We can

classify most randomized planners as either roadmap-based

[3], [4], [10] or tree-based [11]–[13]. Notable examples of

roadmap-based methods are the Probabilistic Roadmap Meth-

ods (PRMs) [3], [4], [10], [14]–[18], and of tree-based planners

are Ariadne’s Clew algorithm [12] and the Rapidly-Exploring

Random Tree (RRT) [13].

III. VIZMO++ : AN OVERVIEW

VIZMO++ is a 3D visualization/authoring tool conceived to

display and manipulate the elements in the robot’s workspace

and the information generated from motion planners (roadmap

and path), but specialized for sampling-based (graph and

tree) motion planners. Figure 1 shows VIZMO++’s graphical

user interface (GUI) and the U-tunnel environment which is

composed of a U-shaped tunnel that the robot has to pass

through in order to reach its goal.

VIZMO++ is also an educational tool that can help students

in their understanding. For example, students can learn and

understand different planner strategies and solutions through

straightforward visualization, animation and manipulation.

Since different planners generate different sample distributions

of configurations in C-space, roadmap visualization can help

students to better understand how each method works by

looking at the distribution of the nodes and the connectivity

of the roadmap.

Fig. 1. A snapshot of VIZMO++. A roadmap is shown in a workspace
consisting of two chambers connnected by a U-tunnel.

Using VIZMO++, students can also modify or create envi-

ronments, e.g., adding or deleting obstacles, changing their

position or orientation, and running a planner to compute a

new roadmap for the new environment. Students can also set

new queries, save environments to be able to work on them

later, or select, move and/or add nodes and thus create new

roadmaps. Our tool also supports visualization of collision

between objects, and offers an interface to our motion planning

library.

The major components of VIZMO++ include:

• A user friendly interface.

• Visualization of the workspace/scene.

• Visualization of results generated by motion planners.

• Editor for the workspace/scene.

• Editor for roadmaps.

In the following sections, we will present the functionality

of VIZMO++ and then discuss three case studies including:

• Creation of motion planning problems.

• Visualization of unusual workspaces.

• Comparison of different planning strategies.

Additional details about VIZMO++’s design and examples

of its use can be found in [19].

IV. FUNCTIONALITY OF VIZMO++

A. User interface

The organization and distribution of the elements of the GUI

are as follows (see Figure 1):

• The scene window placed in the center of VIZMO++ ren-

ders motion planning environments and results produced

by motion planning methods. All other GUI components

are placed around this window to control what and how

objects should be rendered.

• The main menu bar encloses the functions for controlling

the elements we are interested in visualizing, that is robot,

roadmap, the environment, and the path. The main menu
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bar also includes options for opening and saving files,

access to our motion planning library, auxiliary tools, and

help.

• The toolbar placed at the top contains the most used

functions so users can access them quickly including

options for rendering and manipulating environments and

roadmaps.

• An outline window on the left outlines all the objects that

are present in the scene providing a quick access to these

objects.

• An animation toolbar placed at the bottom gives access

to the animation of the path.

B. Visualizing the scene

When VIZMO++ loads a workspace, students will see the

robot, the obstacles, the bounding box of the workspace, and

the start and goal configurations of the robot. Students can

rotate, zoom in and zoom out to get a better view of the scene.

For most objects in the scene, VIZMO++ supports two

rendering modes, solid and wire, that allow students to better

understand and explore the environment. For example, some

environments can be completely surrounded by walls and

so the interesting characteristics of the environment can be

hidden. Figure 2 shows these two rendering modes for a maze
environment. The environment is composed of a series of

tunnels. The robot, which is a rigid object, needs to go through

tunnels to reach its goal at the bottom of the maze. To change

from one state to another, the student only needs to select one

or more obstacles and select a rendering mode.

In addition to these workspace objects, VIZMO++ also

shows the query in wire mode giving a different color for

the start and goal configurations. Users can distinguish them

not only by color but also by the labels: ‘S’ for start and ‘G’

for goal.

C. Visualizing results

The results generated by a motion planning strategy include

a graph (roadmap) and a path. In VIZMO++, a roadmap is

colored according to its connected components. Roadmap

nodes can be shown as points, boxes, and robot configurations.

Point representation shows the location of configurations and

is the fastest to render. Box representation shows the location

and orientation of configurations and is a bit slower but still

quite fast to render. Robot representation shows the actual

configuration in the environment but its rendering can be slow.

The nodes can be scaled to have clearer visualization when the

size of a roadmap is large.

In Figure 3 we show the walls environment for a 9-DOF
robot. The objective of the robot is to go from the first chamber

to the second one and it has to go through a narrow passage,

which is a hole on the second wall. In Figure 3(a) we show the

roadmap with the nodes rendered as robot configurations. The

connected components are rendered in different colors so the

student can distinguish them. Students can select connected

components that will be highlighted once selected and the

number of nodes and edges of these selected components will

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. The Maze Environment: (a) solid model and (b) wire-frame model.

be displayed on the main window. In Figure 3(b) we show the

swept volume of the path. The path can be animated using

the animation toolbar. The student can play the path or can
go frame by frame to see the robot’s configuration in more

detail.

D. Editing the scene

VIZMO++ provides tools to edit a given scene. For example,

obstacles can be selected to change their position and ori-

entation using the rotation and translation tools. Figure 4(a)
shows how an obstacle is moved using the translation tool. The

collision detection option can be turned on so users can know

whether the obstacle is in collision with the robot. VIZMO++

notifies the user by changing the robot’s color. Obstacles can

also be added or deleted from the scene or have their color

changed. All these options allow the student to create their own

environments. Once an environment has been changed, the

student can recompute the roadmap for the new environment

by just clicking on the automatic roadmap button and visualize
the result.

E. Editing roadmaps

VIZMO++ provides users with tools to generate a new

roadmap by hand, to modify an existing roadmap or to add
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. walls environment. (a) The roadmap and the nodes rendered as actual
robot configurations. (b) The swept volume of the path.

nodes to it.

A node of a given roadmap can be selected to either see or

modify its configuration. VIZMO++ also enables users to copy

existing nodes, add new nodes to the roadmap, and modify

a configuration and visualize how that configuration changes

accordingly. Figure 5(b) shows the GUI to add a node and

change its DOF through a dialog box. Users can also add edges

to the roadmap by selecting a pair of nodes, however, the

current version of VIZMO++ does not check whether the edge

is valid or not.

V. CASE STUDIES

A. Creating motion planning problems

Creating a new environment. VIZMO++ can be used to
create new environments. Once an empty environment has

been loaded, users can perform the following operations: add

or delete obstacles or move and rotate obstacles to modify or

create environments.

A new environment can be created by following these steps:

1) Obstacles are added using the ‘add obstacle’ option from

the Environment menu. A dialog window will appear

and the user can navigate through the file system to find

(a)

(b)

Fig. 4. (a) The translation tool. An obstacle is moved and users can activate
the collision detection option so obstacles will not be placed in collision with
the robot. (b) The rotation tool. The robot is selected to change its orientation.

the file to include. After selecting the file, a confirmation

message will pop-up and then the new obstacle will be

added to the environment and the user can place it in

the desired position.

2) The user might want to change the color of the obstacles

and can do it by selecting the obstacle and selecting

the color option by right-clicking on the obstacle and

selecting the option from the context menu that will

appear.

3) More obstacles can be added by repeating the process

described above. Once the user is happy with the new

environment, it can be saved to a file.

Creating a new query. In VIZMO++, the robot’s position can
be altered thus giving the possibility of creating new queries.

The user can follow the following steps to set a new query.

1) First the robot is selected and then the set query option
from the Path menu is selected. The user has to specify
if the configuration will be a start or a goal.

2) After selecting this option, a window will pop-up and

will show all the values for the DOFs of the robot,

which can be modified in the window or by using the
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) The swept volume of the path and the roadmap for the maze
environment. (b) The GUI to add a node to the roadmap for the same
environment. All the DOF can be changed and students can see how the
configuration is updated in the VIZMO++ main window.

rotation and translation tools described before. (Figure 4

(b) shows the robot being rotated). As values change, the

user will see how the robot changes its configuration

accordingly.

3) After setting start and goal configurations, the user has

the option of saving them into a file or computing a path

for the new query by clicking on the run query button
so a new path will be computed and shown if found.

B. Visualization of unusual workspaces

VIZMO++ can also provide students access to workspaces

that they are otherwise not able to see. Examples of this

include manufacturing plants and mechanical designs, such

as an aircraft engine, and workspaces that they are not likely

to explore without expensive equipment, such as outer space.

This can even include workspaces that are impossible to visit,

such as a prehistoric city.

In Figure 6 we show two environments. The first environ-

ment is an airplane engine model which contains very complex

components. The second environment contains a robot with a

complex shape that represents a protein model.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6. Examples of workspaces that are difficult to access. (a) An airplane
engine, and (b) a protein.

C. Comparing different planning strategies

VIZMO++ can be used to help students better understand and

compare different planning strategies. Figure 7 shows the rigid
environment which is composed of two plates. The robot’s

initial configuration is in between the plates and its goal is to

get out of them. We show in Figure 7 (a) the node distribution

computed using the Bridge Test strategy [17] which generates

samples between the plates and in Figure 7 (b) the roadmap

computed using the Gaussian strategy [18] which generates

samples around obstacles.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented VIZMO++, a tool for visualizing and editing

motion planning environments, problem instances, and their

solutions. VIZMO++ offers a self-explanatory graphical user

interface that provides functionality that can help students

understand robotics and motion planning concepts.

We are convinced that teachers and students can take

advantage of visualization tools such as VIZMO++ which in

addition to visualization, allows interaction with the robot’s

workspace. These kind of tools can help students who are

not familiar with motion planning concepts or randomized
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. For the plates environment, (a) a roadmap generated with the
Bridge Test strategy and (b) a roadmap generated with the Gaussian Sampling
strategy.

motion planning methods, to understand the problem, the

difficulty of a given motion planning problem, and show them

how different approaches work to solve the same problem

while getting them more involved during class with visual

demonstrations.

VIZMO++ has already been used for students who were

introduced for the first time to the robotics field. While

demonstrating to them robotics concepts and motion planning

strategies, VIZMO++ was used to illustrate those concepts. It

was noted that students showed more interest when they were

able to actually see what they were being taught.

Although VIZMO++ offers many functions that can be of

help to students to better understand motion planning concepts,

there are other functions we need to improve and work on.

It can happen that a given problem may deal with more

than one robot at the same time. Our current version of

VIZMO++ supports just one robot so we will need to extend

our current implementation to make it support more than one

robot. While a roadmap node is being moved, we want to

check for collision to alert the students if they are selecting

an invalid configuration or if the new node is outside the

bounding box. Currently VIZMO++ does not support either of

these functions. Edges can be added to the roadmap but edges

are not checked for validity. To avoid confusion and help even

more in the understanding of robot motion planning, we can

give a student the option of visualizing just the nodes that

were actually used to compute the path.
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